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McIlwain, Charles Howard. Constitutionalism: Ancient and Modern. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1940. ix, 162 pp. Reprint
available June 2005 by The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd. ISBN 1-58477-550-5. Cloth. $75. * Upon publication The Law Quarterly
Review praised this book, noting that "great learning is manifest in these pages" (cited in Marke). McIlwain [1871-1968] examines
of the rise of constitutionalism from the "democratic strands" in the works of Aristotle and Cicero through the transitional moment
between the medieval and the modern eras. He concludes with a discussion of the forces of despotism that were threatening
constitutionally based individual freedom in the 1930s. One of the twentieth century's most distinguished scholars of AngloAmerican constitutional history, McIlwain was Eaton Professor of the Science of Government in Harvard University and the author
of The High Court of Parliament and Its Supremacy (1910) and The American Revolution: A Constitutional Interpretation (1924).
Both of these are available as Lawbook Exchange reprints.
Some called him "The Scourge of Princes" whilst to others he was a rogue and a scoundrel. This is a new biography of Pietro
Aretino, the sixteenth-century poet, satirist, journalist, publicist, propagandist, art critic, social climber, lothario, pornographer and
blackmailer of Kings, Popes and Emperors. It is the astonishing story of a man who began life as the penniless son of a cobbler
and his wife, the town harlot, who rose to amuse Pope Leo X, infuriate Pope Adrian VI with his acerbic pasquinades, and befriend
Pope Clement VII. Minted as a Knight of Rhodes, given a pension (and a golden necklace of lying tongues) by the King of France,
and permitted to ride at the side of the Emperor Charles V, Pietro Aretino refused to allow his modest social beginnings to define
him. An entirely self-created individual, "The Divine Aretino" was arguably the first modern celebrity. He was the close friend of
perhaps the greatest Venetian artist of his era, Titian. His "Lustful Sonnets" scandalised all of Rome, he had the nerve to teach
Michelangelo how and what to paint, whilst his bestselling collections of candid and personable Letters leave us with an
astonishingly vivid account of life in sixteenth-century Venice. This is the engaging portrait of a man, a poet, a lover, and a survivor
in turbulent times.
A longstanding annual favourite has a new editor and a new, refreshed look. What hasn’t changed is its year-long reliability as a
resource for preaching at the principal and the second service (for which preaching resources are scarce) every Sunday of the
coming year. Ideal for preachers in all churches that use the Revised Common Lectionary, it also includes sermons for holy days,
major saints’ days and special occasions such as Mothering Sunday, harvest, rogation and Christmas services. If preparation time
is short, the sermons are complete and can be used as they are, but they will also act as a framework for creating your own
sermon texts. It also includes: - an introductory essay for preachers - all-age talks for special occasions - hymn suggestions
throughout the year - an index of topics and names A boon for hard-pressed clergy, readers and local preachers everywhere.
This is the second publication in Brill's handbook series "The Classical Tradition," The subject of this volume is that group of works
of extended prose narrative fiction which bears many similarities to the modern novel and which appeared in the later classical
periods in Greece and Rome. The ancient novel has enjoyed renewed popularity in recent years not only among students of
literature, but also among those looking for new sources on the popular culture of antiquity and among scholars of religion. The
volume surveys the new insights and approaches to the ancient novel which have emerged form the application of a variety of
disciplines in the recent years. The 25 senior scholars contributing to the volume are drawn from a broad range of European and
North American traditions of scholarship. Chapters cover the important issues dealing with the novel, novelists, novel-like works of
fiction, their development, transformation, Christianisation and Nachleben, as well as a broad range of matters, from
literary/philological to cultural/historical and religious, which concerns modern scholars in the field. This publication has also been
published in paperback, please click here for details.
Famous throughout the world, Hymns Ancient and Modern was first compiled in 1860 and published the following year. Since
then, its various editions have sold in excess of 165 million copies. Hymns Ancient and Modern is surely the most popular,
influential and lasting of all hymn books. The New Standard Edition was introduced in 1983 and has sold well over a million copies.
It contains 533 hymns, comprising an abridged selection of 333 hymns from the 1950 Revised Edition of Hymns Ancient and
Modern plus the complete collection of 100 Hymns for Today and More Hymns for Today. It incorporates many additional features
including thematic and seasonal indexes.
In 1177 B.C., marauding groups known only as the "Sea Peoples" invaded Egypt. The pharaoh's army and navy managed to
defeat them, but the victory so weakened Egypt that it soon slid into decline, as did most of the surrounding civilizations. After
centuries of brilliance, the civilized world of the Bronze Age came to an abrupt and cataclysmic end. Kingdoms fell like dominoes
over the course of just a few decades. No more Minoans or Mycenaeans. No more Trojans, Hittites, or Babylonians. The thriving
economy and cultures of the late second millennium B.C., which had stretched from Greece to Egypt and Mesopotamia, suddenly
ceased to exist, along with writing systems, technology, and monumental architecture. But the Sea Peoples alone could not have
caused such widespread breakdown. How did it happen? In this major new account of the causes of this "First Dark Ages," Eric
Cline tells the gripping story of how the end was brought about by multiple interconnected failures, ranging from invasion and
revolt to earthquakes, drought, and the cutting of international trade routes. Bringing to life the vibrant multicultural world of these
great civilizations, he draws a sweeping panorama of the empires and globalized peoples of the Late Bronze Age and shows that it
was their very interdependence that hastened their dramatic collapse and ushered in a dark age that lasted centuries. A
compelling combination of narrative and the latest scholarship, 1177 B.C. sheds new light on the complex ties that gave rise to,
and ultimately destroyed, the flourishing civilizations of the Late Bronze Age—and that set the stage for the emergence of classical
Greece.

This 1950 edition containing 636 items, which was a significant revision of the 1922 Standard Edition and introduced
twentieth century words and music for the first time, remains a popular choice for many churches. Unless otherwise
indicated, all editions are hardback in red cloth.
Presents a history of the ancient world, from 6000 B.C. to 400 A.D.
From Latin love poetry's dominating and enslaving beloveds, to modern popular culture's infamous Cleopatras and
Messalinas, representations of the Roman mistress (or the mistress of Romans) have brought into question both ancient
and modern genders and political systems. The Roman Mistressexplores representations of transgressive women in
Latin love poetry and British television drama, in Roman historiography and nineteenth-century Italian anthropology, on
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classical coinage and college websites, as poetic metaphor and in the Hollywood star system. In a highly accessible
style, thebook makes an important and original contribution simultaneously to feminist scholarship on antiquity, the
classical tradition, and cultural studies.
Includes general hymns; hymns for feasts, seasons and saints' days; office hymns for the liturgical year; an enlarged
eucharistic section; responsorial psalms; and a new English folk mass setting.
The Jefferson Bible, or The Life and Morals of Jesus of Nazareth as it is formally titled, was a book constructed by
Thomas Jefferson in the latter years of his life by cutting and pasting numerous sections from various Bibles as
extractions of the doctrine of Jesus. Jefferson's composition excluded sections of the New Testament containing
supernatural aspects as well as perceived misinterpretations he believed had been added by the Four Evangelists. In
1895, the Smithsonian Institution under the leadership of librarian Cyrus Adler purchased the original Jefferson Bible from
Jefferson's great-granddaughter Carolina Randolph for $400. A conservation effort commencing in 2009, in partnership
with the museum's Political History department, allowed for a public unveiling in an exhibit open from November 11,
2011, through May 28, 2012, at the National Museum of American History.
Provides sample questions and answers, recommended readings, maps, and activities.
This searching interpretation of past and present addresses fundamental questions about the fall of the Roman Empire. Why did
ancient culture, once so strong and rich, come to an end? Was it destroyed by weaknesses inherent in its nature? Or were
mistakes made that could have been avoided--was there a point at which Greco-Roman society took a wrong turn? And in what
ways is modern society different? Western history is split into two discontinuous eras, Aldo Schiavone tells us: the ancient world
was fundamentally different from the modern one. He locates the essential difference in a series of economic factors: a slavebased economy, relative lack of mechanization and technology, the dominance of agriculture over urban industry. Also crucial are
aspects of the ancient mentality: disdain for manual work, a preference for transcending (rather than transforming) nature, a basic
belief in the permanence of limits. Schiavone's lively and provocative examination of the ancient world, "the eternal theater of
history and power," offers a stimulating opportunity to view modern society in light of the experience of antiquity.
Western democracy is now at a critical juncture. Some worry that power has been wrested from the people and placed in the
hands of a small political elite. Others argue that the democratic system gives too much power to a populace that is largely illinformed and easily swayed by demagogues. This classic study of democratic principles is thus now more relevant than ever. A
renowned historian of antiquity and political philosophy, Sir M.I. Finley offers a comparative analysis of Greek and modern
conceptions of democracy. As he puts the ancient Greeks in dialogue with their contemporary counterparts, Finley tackles some of
the most pressing issues of our day, including public apathy, partisanship, consensus politics, distrust of professional politicians,
and the limits of free speech. Including three lectures that Finley delivered at Rutgers University, plus two additional essays that
further illuminate his thinking, Democracy Ancient and Modern explores the dramatic differences between the close-knit civil
society of the ancient Greeks and our own atomized mass societies. By mapping out democracy’s past and its present
manifestations, this book helps us plot a course for democracy’s future.
Ancient Hindu Astrology For The Modern Western Astrologer Revised And Expanded 2020 Edition. A comprehensive introductory
book on how to learn and practice Hindu/Vedic astrology. It is both an easy to understand manual on the subject as well as a
reference text that includes 180 pages of planets in house descriptions. There is also 125 page section describing the horoscopes
of 14 famous individuals in detail.The original version of this book was written in 1985, and this revised and expanded book is
about 200 pages longer than the original. It has been updated to include more practical information that took the author 20 years of
practice to learn. It was originally written for Westerners, but was so well received that many Indians and Easterners use it as a
reference text.
The first book in English exclusively devoted to an analysis of the films of one of Spain's most important film directors, V'ctor Erice.
Drawing on original essays, reprints, and new translations from an international group of writers, this anthology will help open a
window into a deeper appreciation of Erice's three haunting feature-length films.
This book is intended for those interested in US food habits and diets during the 20th century, American history, American social
life and customs.
Songs of Praise was first published in 1925, and is still an immensely popular hymnbook, particularly in schools. The compilation
falls into two parts: Book 1 contains hymns grouped by subject and theme, together with a selection of verses, canticles and
doxologies; Book 2 contains general hymns listed alphabetically by first line.
Hymns Ancient and Modern: Revised Version Words EditionHazelden Publishing
This revised and updated edition of the Japan travel classic and cultural guide gets you wandering from downtown quarters to remote
mountaintop temples and features expanded information on new museums and gardens now open year-round for viewing. Judith Clancy's
expert research weaves a rich narrative of Kyoto's history, local lore, and artistic and religious background to guide you through your journey.
Includes: 31 explorations including 5 mountain routes, 17 World Heritage Sites, Arashiyama, Kiyomizu-dera, Philosopher's Walk, the city's 6
Zen temple complexes, and much more Detailed maps tracing each route Over 30 descriptive photos Tips on etiquette and behavior A full
index to all sites and attractions
What would stoic ethics be like today if stoicism had survived as a systematic approach to ethical theory, if it had coped successfully with the
challenges of modern philosophy and experimental science? A New Stoicism proposes an answer to that question, offered from within the
stoic tradition but without the metaphysical and psychological assumptions that modern philosophy and science have abandoned. Lawrence
Becker argues that a secular version of the stoic ethical project, based on contemporary cosmology and developmental psychology, provides
the basis for a sophisticated form of ethical naturalism, in which virtually all the hard doctrines of the ancient Stoics can be clearly restated
and defended. Becker argues, in keeping with the ancients, that virtue is one thing, not many; that it, and not happiness, is the proper end of
all activity; that it alone is good, all other things being merely rank-ordered relative to each other for the sake of the good; and that virtue is
sufficient for happiness. Moreover, he rejects the popular caricature of the stoic as a grave figure, emotionally detached and capable mainly
of endurance, resignation, and coping with pain. To the contrary, he holds that while stoic sages are able to endure the extremes of human
suffering, they do not have to sacrifice joy to have that ability, and he seeks to turn our attention from the familiar, therapeutic part of stoic
moral training to a reconsideration of its theoretical foundations.
The definitive, bestselling book on the origins and development of nationalism...
Spend an entire year investigating the fascinating story of the modern world, from the American Civil War through the end of the twentieth
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century--from Europe and the Middle East through India, China, the Arabian Peninsula, Australia, and both North and South America!
Now more than ever, other cultures are affecting our everyday lives--and our children need to learn about the other countries of the world and
their history. Susan Wise Bauer has provided a captivating guide to the history of other lands. Written in an engaging, straightforward
manner, The Story of the World: History for the Classical Child; Volume 3: Early Modern Times weaves world history into a story book format.
Who was the Sun King? Why did the Luddites go around England smashing machines? And how did samurai become sumo wrestlers? The
Story of the World covers the sweep of human history from ancient times until the present. Africa, China, Europe, the Americas--find out what
happened all around the world in long-ago times. Designed as a read-aloud project for parents and children to share together, The Story of
the World includes each continent and major people group. Volume 3: Early Modern Times is the third of a four volume series and covers the
major historical events in the years 1600 to 1850, as well as including maps, illustrations, and tales from each culture. Each Story of the
World volume provides a full year of history study when combined with the Activity Book, Audiobook, and Tests--each available separately to
accompany each volume of The Story of the World Text Book. Volume 3 Grade Recommendation: Grades 3-8.
Suitable for students with three or more years of modern Chinese language instruction, Anything Goes uses advanced materials to reinforce
language skills and increase understanding of contemporary China in one semester. This fully revised edition provides learners with a deeper
fluency in high-level Chinese vocabulary and grammar, and includes newspaper articles and critiques as well as other primary source
documents, such as political speeches and legal documents. The textbook covers topics that are essential to understanding contemporary
Chinese society, including changing attitudes toward women and marriage, the one-child policy, economic development, China's ethnic
minorities, and debates surrounding Taiwan and Hong Kong. The lessons intentionally investigate thought-provoking and sometimes
controversial issues in order to spark lively classroom discussions. This new edition incorporates suggestions and improvements from years
of student and teacher feedback. With an improved, more user-friendly format, Anything Goes juxtaposes text and vocabulary on adjacent
pages. Grammar explanations and exercises have also been thoroughly updated. Advanced-level Chinese language textbook Includes
newspaper articles and primary source documents Thought-provoking topics on contemporary Chinese society Updated grammar
explanations and exercises New user-friendly format
The world's most famous hymn book has undergone a complete revision and now offers the broadest ever range of traditional hymns and the
best from today's composers and hymn/song writers. 150 years since its first publication and after sales of 170 million copies, this brand new
edition contains over 840 items, ranging from the Psalms to John Bell, Bernadette Farrell and Stuart Townend. The guiding principles behind
this collection are: * congregational singability * biblical and theological richness * musical excellence * liturgical versatility * relevance to
today's worship styles and to today's concerns New features include added provision for all the seasons of the Church year, new items for
carol services and other popular occasions where the repertoire is in need of refreshing, more choices for all-age worship, fresh translations
of some ancient hymnody, beautiful new tunes, short songs and chants - alleluias, kyries, blessings etc. and music from the world church. A
full range of indexes (including biblical and thematic) and a helpful guide to choosing hymns for every occasion will help to make Ancient &
Modern the premier hymn collection of choice. This is the Organ edition. 2 volume set.
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